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Summary
There are all kinds of problems in modern science and society that people try to solve.
One class of those problems is formed by the problems that can be solved by using
algorithms. If we try to speed up those solving-mechanisms, we find that software is to
slow sometimes. If we want to put those algorithms in hardware however, instead of
software, we must examine such an algorithm first, to find out if they can be put in
hardware at all, and speed up the process.

Algorithms that contain loops with independent operations on similar elements are
candidates that could be looked at to put in hardware.
Two algorithms are looked at and put in hardware. These are the prim Minimal Cost
Spanning Tree algorithm, and the Dijkstra Shortest Path algorithm.
It is shown that it gives an enormous speed up, but at the same time, we find that the

number of transistors needed (that is the space needed on a chip) is relatively high. So it
is very important to find out if the proposed optimalisations together with not mentioned
optimalisations could give a better result.

The conclusion of the research may be that we have worked with a very interesting and
important principle, and that, if the principle is used in more areas and with more
algorithms, it probably will be a very interesting new point of view, that is if we find a
solution for the enormous amounts of hardware needed at this moment by the structures.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

When a problem is located in science, the following way can be followed in trying to
solve the problem.

PROBLEM

~

SOLVE STRATEGY

~

WAY OF SOLVING: ALGORITHM

~

DATASTRUCTURE

In the scheme it is shown that if we find an algorithm as a way of solving, we often need
one or more datastructures in it. The problems that can be solved with use of an algorithm
form only a litde part of all problems.

The algorithms used were found most of the time in the beginning of the computer era,
and were developped further afterwards. Complex problems were found to be solvable by
algorithms, and these algorithms often use(d) complex datastructures, like the list, tree and
graph.
These solutions for the problems, were developped in a software environment, and this
software environment was used in a computer. In this way we could make a lot of
complex programs that were able to solve the given problem. Although this system was
very fiexible, because the computer could be used for all kinds of algorithms and
problems, it also showed to be relatively slow. The data-structures used could not be put
in the computers memory straight away because the structure of the computers memory
was a linear one, and most data-structures were more complex (except the list and the
queue, which are linear structures too).

This was no prob1em as long as the problems were solved within the maximum given
time, but more and more problems were found which should be solved faster to be usabie.
These problems came from all kinds of area's, from medical till geographic areas.
It became clear that to be usefull in these areas, we would need faster ways of solving the
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problems. One way of trying this is to develop faster and faster computers, that could do
the job, but esspecially in cases were we would only need to solve only the given
algorithm, this would give us a lot of overhead (we don't need the flexibility in those
cases).

Thus it seemed that the biggest disadvantage of the method with software solutions can be
seen in the fact that we need quite a few translation steps before the real problem is
handled. Figure 1 gives an illustration of these steps.

step 1

step3

step2

algorithm

data

linear

structure

memory

Figure 1. The three translation steps

The first step of course is to translate the problem into an algorithm. This step of course
always will exist if we want to solve the problem with an algorithm. Step 2 is the fact that
the algorithm is based on complex datastructures, often the graph structure. Step 3 is the
translation of the complex datastructure into hardware architecture. This is very often done
with some pointer implementation like in the programming languages Pascal and C.
So we need at least 3 translation steps.

Research done by some people at the Eindhoven University of Technology, department of
Electronics, digital information systems, has concentrated last years on minimizing the
number of translation steps, in order to decrease the solution time. This gain of speed is
the result of the more direct way of looking at the problem. This direct way is performed
by trying to implement more in hardware (fast by its ability to make use of parallelism),
and less (or nothing) in software (flexible but slow).

2
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Some students already did some research on how to implement datastructures in hardware,
so that step 3 would be gone. The idea was to find a way which would give us the
possibility to implement for example a graph directly in hardware. The standard
microcomputers use a linear memory and a graph isn't linear. So the question was if it
would be possible to put a graph in hardware without any translation to a standard linear
memory. This was searched for too with respect to the list and tree.

Some ideas were found. However, already then it was concluded that a big part of the
possible gain would be found in getting rid of step 2. Removing this step would implicate
a piece of hardware which would be fully designed for an algorithm to work. Clearly
removing this step would implicate that we would lose much flexibility. The hardware
designed would only support that specific algorithm and would not support anything else.
This is true of course, but because of the fact that often a problem is needed to be solved
and only that, this loss of flexibility is not important there.

It can be found that many problems only need one algorithm (with some adaptions) to be
solved. The main reason 10 do the research was the enormous gain of speed we would
have and that was more important then the loss of flexibility. The scheme that is the result
of this all is shown in figure 2.

step 1
problem

step2

hardware

algorithm
I

I

Figure 2. The scheme in the searched situation

In this report two algorithms, the Prim algorithm to find the Minimal Cost Spanning Tree
(MCST) and the Dijkstra algorithm to find the Shortest Path are looked at. The algorithms
are fully translated into hardware, and a layout could be made relative easily from the
results.
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It is interesting too to point at some situations in practise where the principles that are

going to be described could be used. We will just point at a few, and in the conclusions
they are looked at again. The first interesting area could be the medical area. Often, when
using high-tech artficial human elements like organs, very fast complex calculation with
many inputs and outputs are needed. The organs have to react on a lot of factors within
the human body and the organs have to show a certain behaviour that depends on those
factors.
Another area could be the geographic area, where road maps could be put in hardware,
and finding routes could be done very fast by making use of for example the Dijkstra
algorithm to find the shortest path. Not only the number of kilometers could be worked
with then, but also information about road working, busy roads and weather conditions.

The last mentioned area is the normal industry where fast reaction on factors that are
inpredictable could be livesaving. Furthermore product development could go must faster
if the minimal things within a product to guarantee savety and security were known within
less time then possible till know.

It is clear that further development in this area is important.

4
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As was mentioned already in the introduction, we would like to implement algorithms
directly in hardware, so that we will have a high gain of speed. This gain of speed will
result in a loss of flexibility however.

The gain of speed can be categorized in two categories.
1.

factor gain.

2.

order gain.

Factor gain is the gain we get if we get a higher speed with the same order. This means
that the solution in hardware has the same order as in software, but the factor before the
order is smaller in hardware. This gain can be found when using special hardware
designed for the problem. It can be reached by implementing logic that acts like a
complex software instruction, however in fewer clock-cycles. In software we will need
many instructions, which each costs more than one clock-cycle, to do a certain operation,
which we can do in one or two cycles when using hardware. (Example: 1000 x n2 vs. n2;
suppose n2

=I

minute, then it is ±20 hour vs. I min.)

Order gain is the gain we get if we succeed in getting a lower order in hardware than in
software. In software, with quite a few algorithms, many identical operations on basicelements (like edges or node in a graph) must be executed sequentially, because it is not
possible to do this in parallel. So the way to get this gain is when it is possible to perform
a certain action parallel in hardware, while the same action in software is done
sequentially.

As was mentioned, order gain only can be reached if there is a certain loop in software,
which is kind of independent. Each result doesn't implicate the next, nor is it dependent of
the previous.
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We will now look at two algorithms within this idea.

2.1 The Minimal Cost Spanning Tree (MCST)

If we look at a certain graph, where all the edges have certain positive values, we can
state the question how many, and which edges, together connect all nodes of the graph,
and with a minimal total value. This problem is called the MCST finding, and it is
illustrated in figure 3 and figure 4. Suppose we have a graph showed in figure 3. This
graph has 7 nodes and 9 labeled edges. We want to find the minimum number of edges,
which gives us the minimum total value. This MCST is shown in figure 4.

Figure 3. A labeled graph

Figure 4. The MCST of the labeled
graph

There are several ways to calculate the MCST of a certain labeled graph, but many of
those algorithms use approximately the same strategy. One of those algorithms is the Prim
algorithm. We willlook at Prim's algorithm only in the case where we have a graph that
consists of one component. Because of the fact that the algorithm starts with one node
initially, we could easily find the MCST of a graph with more than one component, when

6
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we would start up the algorithm again when all reachable nodes have been connected (the
component is now fully connected), and using one of the nodes, which have not been
visited yet (and though are in another component) as a start node.

2.2 The Prim Aigorithm

Prim's algorithm states the following:

Suppose we want to construct a MCST from a certain graph P

= (V,E),

where V is the set

of nodes in graph P, and E is the set of (weighted) edges in graph P. Let's state that
V={ 1,2,

j}. The algorithm begins with a set U initialized to {u}, where U is a certain

subset of V, and u is a node from set V. It then 'grows' a spanning tree, one edge at a
time. At each step the algorithm will find a shortest edge (x,y) that connects a node from
U with a node from V-U, and then adds the element from V-U, say y, to U. This is
repeated until U=V.
The implementation in a sort of pseudo-Pascal is given below.

Procedure Prim (P:graph; u:node; var T:set of edges);

{Prim constructs a minimum-cast spanning tree T for G}
var
U:set of nodes;

x,y: node;
begin
T:=0;
U:={u};
wbile Ui:V do begin
let (x,y) be a lowest cast edge such that XE U and yE V-U;
T:=Tu{ (x,y)};
U:=Uu{y};
end
end; {Prim}
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In figure 5 the process of finding the MCST is shown. The nodes connected with a thick
line are members of the set U, the rest of the nodes are members of the set v-U. We start
(in figure 5) with one node in set U. In this case we will take the most upper one.

Figure 5. The finding process of the MCST of a given graph

Each step adds a new edge to the MCST. This edge always is the minimal edge that
connects one node from set U to one node of set V-U.

The order of this algorithm is computed as follows. We take e as'the number of edges,
and n as the number of nodes. The minimum finding of the edges is done on all edges
connected to the elements of U; This means an order of e (maximai). This has to be done
for all nodes, so this makes the total order O(ll'e).

For the finally found MCST it doesn't matter which node we will use as the starting node.
More details on this can be found in AH087.

8
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2.3 The Shortest path problem

Suppose we have got a directed graph with labeled edges. Starting from an initial node,
we would like to have a way to find the shortest path to a certain other node. The shortest
distance is the sum of the edge-values. So in fact we would like to have the shortest way
to every node in the graph.
In figure 6 we can see how such a shortest path looks like.

1

1

Figure 6. The shortest path in a directed labeled graph

For this graph-problem numerous solutions have been found, but in this report one
solution will be examined. lt will be the Dijkstra Algorithm. This algorithm (for
undirected graphs though) was published in 1958 by Dijkstra, and has since then been an
example for many other algorithms.

2.4 Dijkstra's Aigorithm

Dijkstra's algorithm works on a so called 'greedy' principle. Another name for it is a so
called flooding algorithm. It starts with an initial node, in a set that we will name set S.
The first step, every edge that starts from the CUITent node (the first time this is the initial
node) in set S is placed in a certain set, let's say set IJ.

The implementation of datastructures in hardware, an algorithmic point of view
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Furthermore, the nodes that are the end nodes of those edges are stored with their distance
to the initial node. If however the edge-value plus the minimal distance of the current
node is smaller than then the currently stored distance from the initial node to that endnode, the distance from the initial node of this end-node is replaced by the mentioned
sumo
So at this point, all nodes in set S have with them the shortest distance from the initial
node. Now the node that is not in set S yet, and whose distance to the initial node is the
shortest, is selected and is placed in set S. It becomes the new current node.
The whole process keeps continuing until all nodes are in set S. At that moment, all nodes
carry with them the shortest path from the initial node to themselves, and the problem is
solved. We can see by the way that the nodes that are in set S always have with them the
shortest distance (path) to the initial node.
A sort of pseudo Pascal is used to implement the Dijkstra algorithm below.

Procedure Dijkstra (T:set of nodes; V:set of edges);
{Dijkstra finds a shortest path for every node from an initial node}
{We start with set V, which contains every edge, and set S, which is empty}
{D[ uJ is the minimum dis!<'Ulce from the initial node to node u}

begin
S:={x}, where x is the initial node.
for all n
D[n]:=oo
rof
for all v, where {x,v} E V
D[v]:=edge_value( {x,v})
rof
D[xJ:=O;
do until T-S = 0
node:=n, where n E T-S and D[n] is minimum for all nodes
for all nodes y E T-S, where {n,y} exists
if D[yJ< D[n]+edge_value (n,y)
then D[y} :=D[n]+edge_value(n,y)
ti
rof
S:=Su{n}
od

E

V

end
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Because, as we will see later, the most interesting part of the algorithm is the minimal
seek, we will only present here a simplified assembler-program, which shows how on (for
example) an 80386 Intel processor, the minimal seek could be implemented.
The minimal seek could be performed in assembly on a rather easy to understand way.
Suppose we have got an address-space, with in it all the data needed to be checked. The
only thing we have to do is to give a certain test-variable the highest possible value, and
then to check each address-Iocation, if the value stored there is less than the stored value
in the test-variable. If it is, the test-value is made equal to the tested value in the
address-space. So the test-variable always contains a local minimum of the address-space
values.
The number of clock cycles needed for each instruction is indicated behind the instruction.
It should be noticed that we have used the minimal number of clock-cycles for each

instruction, so it could be so that for some instructions, more clock-cycles are used.
M()V

100 10 1

loop2

MOV

BX, base- aclclress
eX,#$FFFF

(2 )
(2 )

{The data pointer is loaded wi til t11g data base-address}
{eX is f i 11 ed wi th the maximum eclçr e value}
{AX is filled with the f i I-st valuel
( Is thls value smaller then the minimLUn ti 11 now?)
(No - , 9 0 to next pec1ce of elata}
(Yes -,' this data becomes the new minimum)

MOV

AX, [BXJ

( 6)

eMP
,JNL

CX,AX

(2 )

100p2

(7)

MOV

CX,AX

(2 )

MOV

DX,BX

(2 )

INe
MOV

BX
AX, [BX]
AX,#$FFFF

(2 )
( 6)

loopl

( 7)

CMP
,JNE

This gives

US

( 7)

{Anel its ac1c1ress is placed in register DX I
{T11e data-pointer is updatedl
{AX is fi !led with the next data}
{end of the data is rea c heel'? }
(No -> continue sea reh}

a maximal number of (l0 + 36*e) clock-cycles, where e is the number of

edges. It has been mentioned that this number of clock-cycles is bigger in real, because we
have not calculated the exact number of clock-cycles per instruction, but the smallest
number possible for each instruction.

Now we must investigate how many clock-cycles are needed in total.
We will see however that the number of clock-cycles needed here, based on the least
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possible time, is already much bigger than the number of clock-cycles needed in hardware.
So we won't calculate the exact number of clock-cycles needed, but we will give the
minimal possible number of clock-cycles needed, that is, just perform for each node the
minimal seek once. This gives an nice indication. Normally however the operations before
and after the minimal seek will take some clock-cycles too. Now we will take for
convenience that the whole algorithm needs just no extra clock-cycles. This will give us a
total number of clock-cycles of:

n*(lO+36*e) clock-cycles, where e is the number of edges, and n is the number of
nodes.

As was mentioned this gives an order of n 'C. It must be remebered that we now don't
calculate the number of clock-cycles needed for the algorithm itselve; we just calculate the
number of clock-cycles needed for the minimum find, and we say that the rest of the
algorithm takes one clock cylcle each loop. This isn 't very realistic, but for easy calcutions
it is usefull, and the result will show that the factor is not neccessary to show the
enormous speed gain by hardware. In hardware this algorithm work can be done very fast,
in theory just 3 or 4 clock-cycles each loop.
Next we will give an implementation of the Prim algorithm in Pascal. This
implementation is not discussed, but for explanation the reader is advised to read the
comment written in the implementation, which can be found in appendix A.
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If we examine the algorithm, and if we try to locate the basic-elements, and the operations
that we need, we find that in this case it would be easy if the edge value would be the
basic data-element, because on this element we must perform the most actions, and that
we need with this data-element the nodes that are connected by this edge. With that
system we can identify the edge during the algorithm.

This way of working seems to have a big disadvantage, which is the fact that a certain
node is placed in every eell, which contains an edge connected with this node. More or
fewer nodes are placed in more than one cello This overhead of hardware however is not
an overhead because in the situation where we would have separate cells for nodes, we
would need some kind of link-registers, to make the links between edges and their nodes.

From this basic element and the algorithm we can derive the basic operations needed to
operate on the structure in order to fill and read-out the structure, and to do the algorithm
itself. The structure now will consist of identical cells, with as their basic-element a
register for the edge value, together with node numbers. Furthermore the cells will react
on operations that are sent to them by a certain main controller which works in the
background. See figure 7 for the schematic model of each cello

[ node1 I nOde21 edge
Figure 7. The model of the basic cell

First of all, we have to fill the cells. For this purpose we will introduce two operations.
The first operation, which we will call writel will fill the nodel and the edge register of
the cell currently being filled (which is marked by a certain token that is given from cell
to cell: this is done by a register in each celI with the name ff, which holds the token is

The implementation of datastructures in hardware, an algorithmic point of view
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the eell has it). The seeond operation which we will eall write2 will fill the node 2
register, and see to it that the token is given to the next eell. It must be mentioned that the
first time the token is ereated by the main controller and given to the first eell conneeted
to it. Although all eells, as we will see, are eonneeted in parallel, there will be a line, on
whieh the token will be transported, that conneets the eells sequentially.

In figure 9 till 14 the proeess of filling is shown for the graph showed in figure 8; the
example we used before. In these figures an arrow is used to indieate if a eell is eurently
being filled (if it has the token). In this example there are drawn just enough eells. If there
are more eells in the structure than needed, these eells will have a register that tells that
they are empty, and the filled eells will have a value in those registers that say that they
are filled.

Figure 8. An example of a graph, with numbered nodes

c=)

'---------'--------'-----'

Figure 9. The filling of node1 and edge
14

Figure 10. And node2 is filled too
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Figure 11. The filling of the seeond eeU (a) Figure 12. The filling of the seeond eeU (b)

Figure 13. The filling of the third eeU (a)

Figure 14. The filling of the third eeU (b)
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Figure 15. The completely filled cells

So we see that each cell has to be connected to a number of busses. First of all, it must be
possible to read in edge values. Second of all, it must be possible to read in node values,
and last but not least the cell must be able to read in control commands. This will be done
from resp. the edge-, node- and control bus.

In figure 16 we see this idea illustrated.

edge bus
node bus

node1 node2

edge

node1 node2

edge

node1 node2

edge

control bus

Figure 16. The busses needed for the filling of the cell
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These actions now are translated into behaviour description of the cells. Some registers are
introduced that are needed for the storage of status information.

First of all, we want to put values and node-information in the cells. We want to fill the
graph. This requires two different steps.

Before these steps will be done, the main controller will first reset all registers. This is
done by a common reset pin, and requires no special command at the control bus. After
this, the main-controller sends a logical one on the in ff of the fust cell (gives the token
to the first cell), which is connected directly to the main-controller.
1.

At the first step, the main-controller will put the command writel at the control
bus, and the same time he places the value of the edge which will be stored now at
the edge-bus. Furthermore, he puts the number of nodel for this edge on the node
bus.
The cens react on the command writel by looking if their ff value is a logical one.
If it is, it (because there is just one cell with ff equal to one) loads the value from

the node bus into the nodel register, and it loads the value from the edge bus into
the edge register. It also makes the value of the full register a logical one, to show
that it is loaded with an edge.
2.

At the second step, the main-controller puts the command write2 at the control
bus, and simultaneously he places the number of node2 of this edge on the node
bus. The cells react on the command write2 by looking if their ff value is a logical
one. If it is, (it is still the same cell which has the ff value of one) it will load
down the value from the node bus into the node2 register. Furthermore, it will
place a value on the ff register, so that the logical one in the ff register will be
shifted to the next cello Now step 1 will be called again.

This sequence stops when the main-controller doesn't put the writel and/or the write2
value on the control bus anymore.

The implementation of datastructures in hardware, an algorithmic point of view
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How does the algorithm continue? We start fiom the point that each cell, which has a full
register which is filled with a logical one, contains an edge value in the edge register, and
that this cell contains two node registers with the numbers of the nodes connected to this
edge.

First of all we show in figure 17 till 19 how we indicate that one node (in this case
node 1) (figure 17), two nodes without the edge being in the MCST (figure 18), and two
nodes together with a selected edge (figure 19) is/are selected (if a node is 'selected', it is
in set U, and if an edge is selected, it is in the MCST).

I node1 I node21

edge

Figure 17. One node is selected

I node1 I nOde21

edge

Figure 18. Two nodes are selected

I node1 I nOde21

edge

Figure 19. The edge is selected too

The following figures show us the working of the algorithm with the earlier used example.
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First, the main controller puts node number 1 on the node bus, and all eells that have a
node equal to 1, mark those as being in set U (figure 20) and the minimum edge-value
from the eells with one node in set U is seleeted, and that eell puts its other node value on
the bus (figure 21).

Figure 20. The proeess start with node 1

Figure 21. The seleeted eell gives node

Now all eells that have a node equal to the node put on the bus (here node number 2)
mark that node as being seleeted (figure 22). From all the eells that have one node
seleeted, the minimum edge-value is searehed and found, and this eell marks his edge as
being seleeted (in the MCST) and puts his other node on the bus (figure 23). Cells that
have both nodes seleeted but not their edge, are not in the MCST.

2

Figure 22. Node 2 is marked

Figure 23. And the minimal edge is found
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Now the process continues with node number 7. In the following figures the rest of the
process is shown. After node 7, nodes 6, 5, 3 and 4 are selected.

7

Figure 24. Node 7 is marked

6

Figure 26. Node 6 is marked
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Figure 25. And the minimal edge is found

5

Figure 27. And the minimal edge is found
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5

3

Figure 28. Node 5 is marked

Figure 29. And the minima1 edge is found

3

4

Figure 30. Node 3 is marked

Figure 31. And the minima1 edge is found

4

Figure 32. Node 4 is marked
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Figure 33. The eeUs pointed to are member of the MCST

In figure 33 we see the final result, where aU eeUs that are member of the MCST have
their edge seleeted. These eeUs are pointed at with the arrows.

Now we have to look how the eeUs must be eonneeted to busses in order to be able to
work. In figure 34 we show the way the eells must be eonneeted with busses, together
with the way we already knew how they had to be eonneeted, from the filling of the eeUs.
The eeUs must be able to sent out node values. Seeond of all, they must be able to find
the minimum from a certain number of edge values. For this reason we introduee some
sort of minimum bus. How this works will be looked at later.

edge bus
node1 node2 edge
node bu'+-+-t+-7l------1...----l--------.J
min bus

node1 node2

edge

node1 node2

edge

control bus

Figure 34. The busses needed for the algorithm
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All of the aetions are translated now into behaviour descriptions of the eells. Some
registers are introdueed to store the information in about the status of the eells.

1.

The first step is to initialize all eells. This is done by the main controller (not
showed) whieh plaees the reset eommand at the contral bus. In the loeal controller
eaeh eell reacts on this by resetting most of the status registers (U_nodel and
U_node2 are made one, T is made zera) (U_nodex stores the faet if nodex is
memeber of set U; eompare the algorithm as earlier described).

2.

When this has been done, the main controller plaees the number of one node on
the node bus together with the eommand update for the eells on the control bus.
Direetly all eells update their U_node registers. The U_nodel resp. U_node2
register is made 0 if the node number on the node bus is equal to the node number
in the register node 1 resp. node2. All other eells do not play any role in this step
anymore.
If a eertain eell already has one node in set U (U_nodelor U_node2 is 0) and the
number on the node bus is the number of the other node, the U_node register is
updated, but his T register keeps its value (zero). This means that this edge
conneets two nodes in the graph whieh are eonneeted already now, but that this
edge isn 't part of this MCST itself. Beeause both U_node registers are zero, the
eell will not do anything anymore, and it isn't a part of the MCST beeause of the
T register whieh is zero.

3.

Now the main-eontroller puts the eommand min on the contral bus. This value is
used in this step. From all eells with one node in set U there will be searehed for a
minimum edge value. All eells are eonneeted with a bus, the minimum bus, whieh
is used to find the minimum of a unknown number of eells in one step (whieh will
be looked at later), and if a eertain eell is the minimum (or one of the minima) a
logieal 1 is plaeed on the line to_r. This line is eonneeted to a match resolver,
whieh seleets one of the minima, this also in the same c1oek-eyc1e. The seleeted
eell notices his selection by a value of 1 on the fr _r line.
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4.

Now the main-eontroller puts the eommand check on the control bus. This
eommand is used to update the registers of the seleeted eell, and also is used to put
the new node value on the node bus. The node that is not in set U from this
seleeted eell is put on the node bus. The eell makes itself aetive (whieh means it
beeomes a member of the MCST) by making its T register one, and the proeess
starts to work at 2 again, now with the new node number on the node bus, until
there is no node in the eells any more whieh is not in set U (this is diseovered by
the main controller by eheeking if the OR of all the u_or lines from the eells is 0).
Then this proeess is finished.

Finally, we want to read out all the eells. So we have to be able to read all eells that are
in the MCST. This means that we must do some steps similar with the filling of the eells,
but now we must not fill the eells, but we must read all eells that have their T register set
to one.
This will also take two kinds of steps. The first thing that must be done is to plaee a
logical one on the first ff register (give the token to the first eell), after the other ff
registers have been cleared, by a separate ff eommon reset

1.

In the first step the main-eontroller plaees the eommand readl at the control bus.
The eell that is enabled by his ff register, and whieh has a logical one as full
value, starts to look at its T register. If this register has a eontents of zero, the eell
won't do anything this step, otherwise, the eell reads out its edge register, and puts
it on the edge bus. Also, the eontents of the node! register is plaeed on the node
bus.

2.

The seeond step the main-eontroller plaees the eommand read2 at the control bus.
The eell that is (still) enabled by his ff register, and has a logical one in its full
register, (still) checks its T register to look if it is part of the MCST. If it is, it will
put its node2 value on the node bus, and it will send a value to the ff register to
make sure that the content of his register will beeome zero, and that the one is
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shifted through to the next cello

These steps are not illustrated, it is left to the reader to do this. The principle is the same
as with the filling of the cells.
The way the cen is connected to the buffers changes a bit, because we found that we must
be able to read out the edge registers. So the edge bus must be bi-directional too. See
figure 35 for the final connection to the busses.

edge bus
node busf---+--j~ _ _-----,--_ _-----,--_e_d_g_e-----.J
min blJs

contral bus

nade1

nade2

Figure 35. The final connection to the busses

All mentioned steps consist of one or more basic operations, which can be executed
parallel.

The minimum finding lines and resolver lines are put in the minimum bus, the control
lines and the ff token line is put in the control bus.
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Now we can take a closer look at the cells themself.
[n figure 36 we can see the contents of the cell in schematic way.

IÎ
hÓdé\

Inode21

jnode11
--e-dg-e--r

l$iJ$

s_t_8_tu_s_-i_n_fo_r_m_8_t_io_n__

1_ _

I

local eall-controller

1

I

Figure 36. The elements of the basic-cell

It was mentioned before that the cell must contain some status-information. This

information can be stored in registers. We must have information on the status of the
nodes (already visited or not), on the edge (in set U or not) and on the fact if the edge
belongs to the MCST. Furthermore we need to know if the cell is filled at all, because not
always all available cells in a design are filled with data.

Of course we also need some controller-hardware. Every cell needs to know how to
update and read their registers. The cell-oriented controllers use control input to perform
the appropriate action(s). This is done by combining this controller information with its
current state. This would give us a kind of state-machine for each cello

The cells are connected with each other in parallel. This is illustrated in figure 37, where a
few cells are drawn. In this figure we don't show the token-line, which is connected
sequentially with all cells.
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OnaCall

Figure 37. The way the cells are connected

We now can conneet all the different elements of the basic-cell, and add some elements
that can give the requested information to the loca] cell-controller. We must define more
exactly what the status information is.
First of all, we need a one-bit register, which stores the information that tells if the cell is
in use or not. We have given it the name full. Then we must add a one-bit register named
T, which is used to store the fact if a cell is already in the MCST, or not (yet). The next
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two registers needed are one-bit registers that will store the status of the two nodes (they
are in set U or not). Those registers have been given the names U_node! and U_node2 .

The core of the cell is formed by the edge, so a register is needed to store the value of the
edge. We will name this register edge.
Both of the nodes must be stored too, so we introduce two registers big enough to store
the node-numbers. Those registers will have the name node! and node2. In order to be
able to compare the value in the node registers with the value on the node bus, each node
register must haven a built-in comparator, which gives a logical one to the main controller
if the values are the same.
In the cells the outputs of the registers that are connected with a bus must be buffered. So
for all registers of that kind, controlled buffers are added. The control of those buffers is
performed by the local controller.

One of the most important part of the algorithm is the minimal seek out of a set of edges.
For this purpose some logic is needed. For this logic, which is needed in all cells, we
introduce a piece of logic called min _logic, which is enabled by a signal produced by the
local controller, and which uses the minimum bus.
Now suppose we would find more than one minimal edge. This would be the case if the
minimal value found would be for example 2, and more than one candidate-edge to go in
the MCST would have this edge-value.
Then we have to choose one. It doesn 't matter which one, but one must be selected. We
will show later how this selection is performed, but we will need an output of the minlogic out of the cell (to the minimum bus). Because of the special function of this output,
it is given a special name, to_r, which stands for 'to resolver'. The cell must know if it is
selected in such a case, so an input fr_r , which stands for 'from resolver' is needed too
of course.

One way or another the cells must iJ
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purpose an extra register is introduced, which is used as a token. This one-bit register,
named ff, will contain a one if this cell is to be filled with information provided on the
different buses resp. read the contents of the registers out to the buses, and it contains a
zero if it must not be filled with this information, resp. read out to the buses.
We can see that the filling and reading of the cells will each take a time in the order of
the number of edges in the graph.
This register ff will have an input in_ff and an output out_ff. The register will be
controlled by the local controller.

An extra output is created to output the fact if this cell has one or more nodes in set U.
This output, u_or, is an OR of the outputs of the two status-registers of the node-registers.
In total we get the schematic design showed in figure 38.
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node bus

min-Iogic

ouCff control bus

min bus fr_r
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Figure 38. The basic cell for the Prim algorithm
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4.1.1 The local-controller

Now that we know all the elements and steps needed for the cells and algorithm, we can
derive the contents of the controller, and we can combine all the commands with a bitsequence on the control bus.
We found that we need 8 commands. They are:

reset

nnin

writel

check

write2

readl

update

read2

We see that there are 4 commands used to perform the actual algorithm, and 4 used to fill
and readout the cells. The reader will find that the design isn't optimal, because we could
have used one command less, if we would have had a sort of read/write line. We then
could have used just the commands writel and write2. This ho wever looks efficient, but
it isn't, because we then would have had 6 commands, which still needed 3 binary lines,
plus an extra read/write Hne. We would need 4 control lines in that situation, and probably
some extra hardware, and now we have 8 commands, which need 3 binary lines, and no
extra read/write lines. So the number of control lines would be 3.
There is one reason to look at this again. If we want a system where we can change a
certain edge value, or where we can check if a certain edge is in the MCST, we would
like to have another pair of commands, which can be used on a comparabie way to locate
an already entered edge. This could be done by sending the two node values on the bus
after each other, and having the local controller react on this by loading the value from the
edge bus (in case we want to change a certain edge value), or placing the value (if the
edge is in the MCST) on the edge bus.
In those cases it perhaps becomes interesting to use an extra line as a kind of read/write
line, and to use the two pairs of (writel, write2, readl, read2) commands for the linear
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writing/reading resp. searched writing/reading.
This will not be looked at in this report.

Now we will list all outputs of the controller. They are:
U node! out

edge_buffer

U node2 out

node! buffer

full out

node2 buffer

Tout

enable min

ff out

u or

node! out

node2 out

edge_out

The inputs of the controller can be listed too, they are:
U node! in

U node2 in

full in

comp!_in

T in

comp2 in

ff in

fr r

#control-Iines (bit2, bit!, bitO)

In appendix B we can find the derived functions for the controller. These functions cover

all the possible inputs.
In appendix C we can see the final controller itself.

4.1.2 The minimum logic

In the local controller we need a special piece of logic, which will find the minimum out

of a number of values. These values are selected edges, which have some special
properties. They connect nodes which already have been visited (in set U, see previous
chapters) with nodes that have not been visited yet (in set V-U).
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The most simple way of finding the minimum of a certain number of values is to visit
them all, remember the smallest, and when all values have been looked

t~,

select (one of)

the minimum (comparabIe method as in software, see chapter 3).

A more clever way should be possible when we make use of hardware.
We should compare all the values in parallel (the big advantage from hardware), and
select the smallest one.
This would be no problem to solve if we knew the number of values to test. It would then
be possible to test the whole number of values in a tree-like structure. We would need to
compare two values with each other, and sending the smallest one to the next stage. This
new value is compared with a value that was send by another comparator, and finally we
would find the smallest one. Figure 39 shows the principle for 8 values.

value1
value2
value3
value4
value5
value6
value7
value8

<
<
~

<

minimum

<
<
<

Figure 39. The tree-wise minimum finding

The selecting of the minimum would require a feedback of the finally found minimum.
This minimum has to be send back to the input values, and compared with all of them.
The values that are equal to this found minimum are the minima in the system. We can
see this is a rather easy and fast way (no clock is needed) to find the minimum.
Alas we don 't know the number of values to test, and in the algorithm this number even
changes each time the minimum finding is needed. This however should not be a problem,
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because if we see to it that if values which don't need to be looked at, they will give all
one bits as their tested bits (these values 'are' the maximum values possible with this
number of bits). So they never will be the minimum, just in case the all of the tested
values are having all ones for their bits. In that case only the values that ought to be tested
can be selected to be fed through to aselection mechanism. See further information on
this selection mechanism in the chapter about match-resolver.
In 4.1.2.2. we will see however that this method with some adaptions can be made
interesting for our purpose. This design is easier to make than the proposal that is
described in paragraph 4.1.2.1., and should be capable of reaching the same gain.

4.1.2.1 Solution 1. The minimum finding with a wired OR gate

A special piece of hardware has been developed to find the minimum from an unknown
number of values. It is obvious that with parallel cells, one can find the minimum of a
number of value by comparing the bits from MSB to LSB from each test-number.
Only the cells that have edges that connect nodes from set U with nodes in set V-U have
influence on the minimum bus.
The idea is to compare all MSB' s of those edge-values on a minimum bus. If that
compare gives the result that there is at least one value that has an MSB of zero, only
those edges that meet that condition (too) are kept for further investigation. All other cells
will not influence the investigation anymore, because none of them can be the minimum.
If the result tells us that all the values have an MSB of one, then all the investigated cells

stay in the investigation. This process runs from MSB to LSB, and the cells that are still
'active' after the LSB check are the minimum cells. If there is more than one cell left, a
selection must be made. This will be the subject of a next paragraph.
In figure 40 we can see an illustration of the previously described principle.
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. ···.·Ijn·.·..~g§.
Figure 40. The principle of the minimum-seek logic

How can we conneet the lines to the minimum bus in a way that all cells can 'see' the
information from other cells. As was described, two main things must be done by the
minimum logic. First of all, it has to know if there is a tested value that has a bit
currently being tested which is zero (and so that one must be (the)a minimum). Second of
all. If the logic discovers that there is one with a zero-bit, it must disable itselve if it has a
one as bit being tested, or elsewise, if it has a zero bit too, it must stay enabled, for the
next bit. However, if the cells discovers that there are only bits currently being tested
which are one, then it stays enabled anyway. So it needs to know the following thing.
It must know IF there is one or more cell which has a bit being tested which is zero, or

are they all one. This has to be done for all bits. So for for example 32-bits edge-values,
this testing will be done 32 times.
How can we realize the previously described idea of finding out if there is one or more
bits zero. We can observe that the described behavior looks very much like the behavior
of a (big) logical gate, for example the OR gate. This gate will have an output of one, if
one or more inputs is one. In this case we need to know if there is a zero as input. It then
must give a one as an output, which can be used to enable/disable the next bit checkingmechanism.

In appendix D we can find an implementation of such a logic-design. We can see the logic
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needed for one bit in one eell there. When more of those eells are eonneeted with eaeh
other, we ean get a system for more bits in an edge-register.

The delay of the minimum bit-eell as showed in appendix D is at most 3 times a gatedelay added with the delay to find the result of the OR from all eells. This last delay will
be approximately 5 times a gate delay when using a tree-like OR-strueture, with 4-input
gates ( this results in a 5 layer OR tree), sa the total delay for one bit will be 8, when
using 1024 edges maximum. The number of gate-delays ean be ealculated with
3+f(4log(#edges))l. See for an example of sueh an OR-tree figure 41, where a l6-input
OR is implemented in a tree-shaped logie-system.

We want to have the most simple and fast gates, sa everything is as mueh as possible
translated to NOR and NAND-gates.

Figure 41. An example of a tree with an OR behaviour

It should be mentioned that a lot of other OR trees are possible. This is just an example

that makes it easy to do same calculations on the speed.
The thing we want here is in faet to have an OR-gate whieh is sizeable, for example a
gate whieh ean be implemented the same way for all numbers of inputs, just by ehanging
same variabIe befare implementing.
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We can make some calculations on the number of clock-cycles needed and the minimum
clock-period 10 make the minimum cells do their work in one clock-cycle, which of course
would be the simplest and fastest way.
For a 32 bits distance value, we would need a clock-cycle bigger than
32*(3+i(4log(#edges))l) if we want to do the minimal seek in one clock-cycle.

The minimum seek isn 't the only thing we would like to do in that clock-period. We
would like to select (one of) the minimum(a) for further use in the algorithm.
This process wiU be called the match-resolving, because in fact it resolves from a number
of matchings ( minima).

This means that an extra delay is introduced. A special structure here gives us a stabie
delay of 5 gate-delays. This structure will be looked at later in this paper.
So, when using maximum 262144 edges, in total we get a delay of 32*(3+9)+5=389 gatedelays. This limits the reachable Fmax to 5 MHz, when we adapt the approximately O,5ns
for a gate-delay.
This of course is not a very high frequency. The biggest delay-giving element in these
calculations is obviously the big OR-tree. This gives us a delay of for 9 (when having a
maximum of 262144 inputs) per bit. So for 32 bits this part gives us a delay of 32*9 =288
gate-delays. As we can see this is the biggest part of the 389 total gate-delays we
calculated. So we can condude that if we want a faster design, we must try to find a
better OR like construction needed for each bit.

The solution now for getting a higher frequency is to accept the fact that the main
controller must wait some c1ock-cycles before the answer of the minimal seek and matchresolving is known. Of course it could be possible to create a clocked minimal seek which
docks each bit-testing, but then we must calculate a clock-speed which assures us that
each bit-operation is performed within that clock. This means a time-overhead must be
created. But because we will get this overhead for each bit, the total amount of this (in
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fact inefficient) time is accumulated. If we use the whole process without the clocked bittesting, only one overhead is used. This overhead is the time that we must add to the total
delay of the minimal seek and resolving process to get a whole number of clock-cycles. It
is clear that we will have a lower overhead in that case. See figure 42 for an illustration of
this effect.
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Figure 42. The overhead for the clocked and non-clocked minimum seek

We must remember of course that in the clocked system, we will need for the minimumseek just ONE OR-tree as described before (we don't look at the match-resolving now),
and when we use a non-clocked minimum seek system, we need such a tree for every bit.
This means we need a lot more hardware in that case.
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4.1.2.2 Solution 2. The minimum finding with a comparisation tree

As was mentioned, one of the biggest problems of the solution described in the previous
paragraph, is the fact that a number of big OR gates have to be used. This is solved with
an OR tree, but fact is that is not the most ideal situation, especially not because we need
to have that tree for all bits.
So an alternative is presented in this paragraph. It is a design which is reached by making
some adaptions to the tree minimum finding principle as was shown in 4.1.2.
The biggest disadvantage of this design seemed to be the fact that is was not easy to make
this design more flexible in the way that it could handle with a variabie number of inputs.
Suppose we had a tree for 64 inputs, and one or two were disabled because of the fact that
they weren't possible candidates for the edge to be selected in Prim's algorithm. The
problem was how to manage it that the structure could function the correct way for the
resting 63 or 62 inputs. The proposed method is to let it seem as if the edges that are no
candidates for selection, but who are connected to the tree as an input, have a value of
only logical one bits. This implicates a maximum value. So these edges are never selected
as minimum. The only situation where this would go wrong is the situation were all the
other inputs would be coincidentally the maximum too. This is no problem either, because
when the inputs that are minima are marked, the disabled inputs must automatticaly be
unmarked.
How does all of this looks like in practise. Figure 43 gives us the principle showed in the
previous paragraph, however this time some extra logic is added to do the previously
described behavior.
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value2
enable_min
tor

value3 -

enable_min

to_r

value4
enable_min

to r

value5 -

enable_min
to_r

value8
enable_min

to_r

Figure 43. The minimal finding in a tree structure with feed-back

The other disadvantage was the difficult way of making this tree-solution useful in
situations where we cannot say how many inputs there will be. The previously discussed
solution with the bit-minimum ceUs cannot handle that problem correctly too, by the way.
In theory it would be possible with an unlimited wired-OR construction in that situation,
but with the OR tree it isn't possible, only in a similar way as for the tree-minimum
solution, which will be discussed now.
The way we could make the tree-minimum finding more flexible is to make sure that the
outcome of the comparisation tree isn't lead directly to the comparators with the inputvalues, but to make two bus-connections on the final chip. One of them is the output of
the comparasition tree, the other is the input of the comparators at the inputs, those who
are drawn on the left side of figure 43. With this strategy we can always compare the
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found minimum with an other minimum or value or whatever, before we send the result
back. So it becomes much more flexible.
The showed principle in figure 43 can be made another way too. If we would have a sort
of backtracking possibility in the comparators, we could send back a sort of
acknowledgement which lets the input cells know if they are selected. This way we could
implement too a kind of resolving when more than one minimum is found. We will not
look at that version however.

Suppose we have got over 200000 inputs. We then must have 18 layers of comparators
(compare the calculations in the previous paragraph). This will give a big delay because
all 18 times all bits must be checked (because in each comparator block showed in figure
43 all bits are compared and that must go sequentially). However if we would be able to
use comparators that give the minimum of 4 or 8 inputs in the same time as the two value
comparators would, the system would be much faster, because that would give us only 9
resp. 6 Iayers, and that differs a lot.

Lets first examine how a normal 2 value comparator should be build. It must be build in a
way that we check the bits from MSB to LSB (compare previous paragraph). In appendix
E, we can see the design of a 4 bit comparator of two values. It works from the MSB to
the LSB and bits are tested only if the value still could be the minimum of the two. The
design makes clear that it would be very easy to make a comparator that checks 4 or 8
values at a time. We just should use a bigger AND gate (see appendix).
So the design is very handy to use because there is no wired OR construction or what so
ever needed. It probably won't be as fast though as the design from the previous
paragraph, because in fact the minimum is checked each layer again, instead of ones with
all the other values as in solution 1. Of course this speed strongly depends on the AND in
solution two. With a bigger AND a faster design can be made.
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4.2 T he match resol ver

The match resolver problem has some resemblance with the discussed problem in the
previous paragraph. A structure has been found to make a relatively fast match resolver. A
picture of this resolver is shown in appendix F. This design sends its inputs to a number
of NOR-gates, and a disable signaI is created tree-like. In this way the selection of one
active input is performed by letting this input disable all other eventually active inputs.
Because it is unimportant in this hardware-cell, which active input is selected, just THAT
an active input is selected, this design can be used in our system. The design is sometimes
called a priority encoder, because it selects the first active line out of a unknown number
of active ones.
The way the design works becomes quite clear when studying appendix F, where we can
find a picture of a part of the match resolver.

The cell knows if it is selected by checking the outcome of the AND-gate which belongs
to its match-resolver input line. So, if we look at figure 38 once again, the to_r line of
each cell is connected to the input of the corresponding AND-gate in appendix F, and the
fcr line is connected to the output of that same AND-gate.

The output of a NOR-gate for a certain set of inputs is always known after 1 gate-delay (if
the NOR-gates have gate-delays of 1). This means that all inputs are enabled/disabled at
least after I gate-delay, and this means that after at most 3 gate-delays, the inputs of all
AND-gates are known. So all fcr lines are known after at most 4 gate-delays !! (3 +
maximum number of gate-delays for the NOR-gates)

The main disadvantage of this design is of course the existence of enormous NOR gates.
This can be solved using the method of design presented in the previous paragraph using
the OR-trees. So with the earlier mentioned 1024 cells, the delay for the match-resolving
would be 3 + 5 (4 layers, see previous paragraph (there is covering NOR with all inputs
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necessary)) + 1 (NOR instead of OR)

= 8 gate-delays.

4.3 The design in hardware

If you look at the designed hardware as showed in the appendices, we can see that we
need AND gates and NAND gates, as weIl as OR gates and NOR gates.
If we sumrnarize these gates for the local controller we get the following tabel.
NOT-gates

5

3-input AND

7

2-input AND

6

4-input AND

5

2-input NAND

3

5-input AND

1

2-input OR

9

If we want to calculate for example how many transistors are needed (an indication of the
power consumption and the size of the design) we must know the sort of circuit we will
use too. Because the expectation is that we will use very high speeds, we must select a
design method with high speed possibilities.

We will use a CMOS technology. This means that a 2 input NAND will need 4
transistors, and that every extra input means 2 transistors. If we want to use AND and OR
gates, we must add to the total the number of transistors for an inverter, which is 2.

If we summarize this for all gates, and if we know that an inverter on it selve takes 2

transistors, we get a total of 230 transistors. We must remember however that these
numbers are the maximum. Probably the design can be optimized; we have done some
experiments with automatic generation of the controllers, and they showed us that we
would need only 61 transistors, the result of 20 gates.

Besides the controller we need registers and buffers. The registers can be simple latches,
and are build with D-flip-flops. This means that for each bit 2 2-input AND's, 2 2-input
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NOR's and one inverter are needed, which gives that 22 transistors are needed. We will
calculate the number of transistors needed for 32 bits registers. This gives us a total of
704 transistors for a 32 bit register. We need three of those registers, and besides that we
need 5 1 bit registers, which must be master-slave registers. These gives us 6 2-input
NANDSand 2 3-input NANDS, that will consist of 36 transistors. So in total we get
230+3*704+5*36=5338 transistors.
We haven't counted the buffers and the comparators yet. The buffers (three of them are
needed) can be simple tree state buffers. These three buffers each need 6 transistors too.
This means 32*3*6=576 transistors. The comparators can be inverted exclusive OR gates,
together with some bit enable scheme. This gives us approximately 20 transistors each bit.
So for 32 bits we need 640 transistors. We need two comparators, so this gives us 1280
transistors. So the total amount of transistors is 5338+576+ 1280=7194.

We have not calculated the number of transistors for the minimum resolving scheme. This
is because of the fact that a lot of the hardware is placed outside the cello However, if we
know how many cells we want, the number can be calculated likewise.

It is mentioned again that the results of the calculations must be interpreted freely. The

result could get better if logical optimalisation and transistor-level optimilisation was used.
The result must be seen as an indication of the numbers.
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Chapter 5. A compare of Prim in hardware and in
software
Because of the fact that some operations have to be done in one big dock-cyde, the dock
must be very slow. The minimum and match-resolving for at most 262144 32-bits values
need (as has been calculated in the previous chapter) 389 + ( 3 + 8 {the highest number of
OR-layers in the match-resolver-OR-trees} + 1 {NOR instead of previously used OR})

=

401 gate-delays (=4,97 MHz).
This is a low maximum frequency (although high for the solved problem). We can change
the total speed by making use of a higher frequency, and inserting some wait-states for the
minimum-seek, as has been explained before. At that moment it becomes more and more
important which piece of the design becomes the speed-limiting factor now. So we have to
look at the other steps needed in the cell, which have been explained earlier in this report.

Step 1.

This is the initialization. With the up-going edge of the dock the controller
places the reset-command at the controlbus. With the down-going edge of
the doek each cell resets all status registers (the registers are master-slave
types, so at the up-going edge of the next cyde the data is available at the
output. This is no problem because with this up-going edge only commands
given by the main-eontroller are placed).
So this step takes 1 dock-cycle.

Step 2.

With the up-going edge of the dock the main-controller places together
with the command on the control bus, a node number on the node bus (the
first time step 2 is entered the main controller itse1ve places a node number
on the bus, all next times the just selected cell places a node-number on that
bus). With the down-going edge all U_node registers are updated (directly
after the up-going edge of the next c1ock-cyc1e (see previous step) the (not-
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clocked) minimum-seek hardware starts to work). So this step takes 1 clockcycle too.

Step 3.

With the up-going edge the (optionally) command is placed at the control
bus. The rest of the time the rninimum-seek and resolver logic works, and
finds and selects the minimum.
So only 1 clock-cycle is needed. If the earlier described wait-state principle
is used, more cycles are needed.

Step 4.

With the up-going edge the command from the main-controller is placed at
the control bus. With the down-going edge of the clock the active setting of
the registers is done, and the (also master-slave) register of the node number
which has to be placed on the node bus is activated, so that with the next
up-going edge (step 2) the node number becomes available on the bus. So
this step uses 1 clock-cycle too.

Simple combinatoriallogic is needed for each step (except step 3) 10 perform the desired
actions; only some (control) inputs from registers must be set or reset. These settings
depend on the outputs from registers and 10gic, and on the command on the control bus.
This work can be done by simple basic logic gates, which will require only a few gate
delays in total. So these will not delay the whole procedure very much, at least not much
more than the delays of the registers and interconnection delays.

5.1 The speed differences between the software and the hardware solution

We will calculate the time needed for finding the solution both in hardware and in
software, and we will do this for a few different number of edges. Both the
implementations are linear with the number of nodes, so we won't vary this number. We
will take the same number of nodes and edges each time.
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Some pre-assumptions are:
-one gate-delay-time is 0,5ns.
-the maximum frequency for hardware and software is 50 Mhz.
-the maximum possible data-width in software is 32 bits.

In tabel 1 in appendix G we can see the number of gate-delays, the delay-time (when the
gate-delay-time is 0,5ns) and the number of clock-cycles when using the previously
described technique for the minimum finding plus match-resolving.

With some clever software solution it could be possible to find the minimum of 4 eight bit
words, or 2 sixteen bit word in one hit. Such a solution would lower the in tabel 2,
appendix G given rates with 4 resp. 2.
We can see that the hardware solution in these situations is more than 3500 times faster
than the software solution, and we can also see that the rate becomes very big when we
have got many edges/nodes. If we take for example a frequency of 50 Mhz for both the
hardware and the software system, then for 262144 32 bit edges/nodes, the software
solution needs 314000 seconds, which is 87 hours, 13 minutes and 20 seconds, and the
hardware solution needs 0,07 seconds.

We can furthermore notice that the hardware solution can work at a higher clock-speed
than most computers (which are limited at this moment to approximately 50 till 66 Mhz.)
so the hardware solution is even faster than this given value. Also, for the software
solution we have said that the total time is n*(l0+36*e) clock-cycles, but with this
formula we say that there are no clock-cycles needed for the algorithm itselve, just for the
minimum-finding. Of course this isn't true. We need clock-cycles for the algorithm. These
clock-cycles are needed for each node, so these number of clock-cycles multiplied with the
number of nodes have to be added to the given number of clock-cycles in tabel 2,
appendix G.
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Chapter 6. Dijkstra's algorithm in software
Dijkstra's algorithm has been the subject of many programmers, and so a lot of software
solutions have been developed. In appendix A besides the Prim algorithm, an
implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm is placed. This implementation makes the
principle of the algorithm even clearer.
No assembler code is made for the Dijkstra algorithm, because the part that we can easily
put in assembly code, in order to show the possible speed differences is the same as with
the Prim algorithm, namely the minimum finding. This minimum finding is used to find
each time the node, which has the shortest di stance to the initial node, but which isn 't
marked as 'shortest distance known '.

Because of the fact that there is no part of the algorithm that can work independently of
an other part, it is not possible to have an order gain by putting that part in hardware in
parallel situations.
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When we look at the Dijkstra algorithm, and try to find the basic-element, we find that
there are in fact two basic-elements, that must be worked with simultaneously. The
problem is that when we want to see for each node if its distance to the initial node will
change with a certain newly found minimal path from another node, we need the old
distance of this node, as weIl as the edge value of the node that connects those two nodes.

This would mean that we have to store the (temporary) distances from every node to the
initial node together with all the edge values from edges that have this node as an end
node in one cell. This of course is not possible. So we define two cells. A node GeIl, and
an edge cell. In the node cell we store the node number (this ean be stored in ROM
beeause it is not necessary to write node information to this cell ever), and the (temporary)
distance to the initial node. In the edge ceIl, we store the edge values, and the begin and
end node of that edge. This cell looks a lot like the cell that was used in the Prim
algorithm, but the biggest difference as we will see is that we don't need a minimum logic
part in this eell anymore. We will see however that we need that minimum logic in the
node cell.

If we would work out an example just like with the Prim algorithm, we could find the
busses eaeh cell has to be eonnected to. The node cell is conneeted to the control bus,
which is as usual controlled by a main-controller. Furthermore it is connected to the node
bus, because sometimes the node number has to be send out to the other cells. The edge
bus and path bus are conneeted to the node cell too. This beeause of the fact that the node
eell is used to find out if the distance value of the node has to be updated. For this action
both edge values and distances (path) are needed. Last but not least the node cell is
connected to the minimum bus, because in this cell we must select the node that will be
marked as being ready (the shortest path has been found). The edge cell is connected to
the control bus of course, and is conneeted to the edge bus and the node bus. These buses
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are used to put on and read from the edge-values of certain nodes, and to put on and read
from the node values of the edges nodes. In figure 43 we can see the context just
described.

.

.

one cell

node cell

............

one cell
edge cell

control bus
edge bus

path bus
min bus
node bus

Figure 44. The context of the Dijkstra node and edge cell

7.1 The basic node eell

In the node eell we need the information of the nodes that exists in the graph from which
the shortest paths have to be found. So we will need to have the node number stored in
the cello There is just one node in every cell, and there isn't any kind of value connected
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with a node number, except the di stance from the initial node, so we can store the number
of the node in ROM. We don't need to be able to change the number of the node, because
we will have all node number possible in the device, from node number 1 to the
maximum possible.
Besides the node number, we need a register in which we will store the distance to the
initial node, as has been calculated till now. The algorithm requires that we must be able
to find the minimum out of the nodes that are not marked yet as being completely
considered. So a piece of minimum logic is needed in this cello Furthermore the algorithm
needs to compare the stored distance with a distance from another cell summed with an
edge value. For this we need an adder. Of course we need some status logic too. We must
know if the cell is filled or not (fill). We also have to know if the node is in set S or D
(S/D).

Last we need to have a local controller, which controls all the buffers, registers and the
minimum logic. In figure 45 we can see the different elements of one node cello

edgebus

I

node

I

path bus

distance
statlJs-information
control bus

I

local eell-controller

minimum bus

Figure 45. The different elements of the Dijkstra node cell
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We can now connect all the different elements of the basic node cel!, and add some of the
elements that will give the requested information to local cell controller of the node cello
First we have to define exactly what the status information of the node cells consists of.
First of all we need a one-bit register, which stores the fact if the cell is in use or not.
This register will be called flIl. The next status register is the S/D register, which says if
the node in the cell is in set S or set D. If a cell is in set S, it is already considered, and
the path distance written in the distance register is the shortest path to the initial node. If it
is in set 0, the node isn't (totally) considered yet, and the di stance probably isn't the
shortest path yet. Last but not least, we need a register that tells us if the cell is the
current node; the node which is used to put its node number on the bus. This register will
be called active, a one bit register.

The core of the node cell is of course formed by the node number, but an important
(changing) register is the path value register too. This register, which is used to store the
known distance to the initial node, is called distance. The content of the register will be
the shortest path from the initial node to this node, when the algorithm has finished, or
even from the moment on that the node is placed to set S.

The cell has got an adder too. This adder is used to sum the edge value from the edge
currently being looked at with the distance the last looked node (its shortest path) has
from the initial node. This sum must be compared to the recent content of the distance
register to find out if the register has to be updated. Another and probably better way to
have less hardware, is to put the adders in the global controller. This way we would need
to introduce some extra clock-cycles, but the adder is needed only once. This is better then
to have lots of adder do nothing, while just one adder works each time. We will calculate
here the situation however where we have an adder in each cell, because this gives us the
minimum of time needed.

As has been mentioned before, we need a piece of minimum logic too, to select (in
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combination with a match resolver) the new node which will be put in set S and which
will be used to update all other (not yet visited) nodes. If a certain node is selected, the
minimum logic makes the line to_r a logical one, and at line fr_r the local controller can
check if his node is selected.
The registers that are capable of putting their content on a bus must be given controlled
buffers. The control of those buffers is performed by the local controller, just like the
setting and resetting of the status registers.

The contents of the fill register and the

sin register are sent out of the cell too, to make it

possible for the main controller to check how far the algorithm has worked yet.
In figure 46 we can see the node cell, as described here.

set status
fUI_status
node bus -

node

control bus

min bus fr_r
to_r

1,·,·,·,·,·,·,,·,·,1 bus
- - one-1e8d wire
element (register, logic)

D

lZZZl

buffer

Figure 46. The Dijkstra node cell
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We wiU look at how the ceU works now, and we williook at the different steps needed to
perform the algorithm, just like we did in the case of the Prim algorithm.

Of course we want to fiU the node cells first. Because of the fact that the node numbers
are stored in ROM, we only have to write down the distance from initial node (initiaUy
this will be the maximal possible distance (infinity in theory), and the begin status.

Before the steps are done to initialize the node ceUs, we first must reset aU registers by a
common reset. This reset will reset the registers in the edge-ceU too. We will see this
later.
1.

At the first step, the main-controUer puts the command init at the control bus.
Together with this command, the node number which we want to fill is put on the
node bus by the main-controller.
The ceU reacts on the command init by looking if the node number on the bus is
the same as their node number, which is stored in ROM. If it is, the distanee
register is WIed with aUlogical ones.The fill register is made a logical one too, in
order to mark the fact that this ceU is WIed.

This is the only step needed for the node ceUs to be WIed.

How does the algorithm now continue?
First of aU we need to fill the edge-ceUs too. When this has happened, we can start the
algorithm. Because of the fact that the two ceUs work together intensively, we will look at
the two ceUs together in a foUowing paragraph. We first will look at the basic-edge-cell.

7.2 The basic edge eell

The edge ceU is used to store the edge-values of aU edges in the graph. The reader will
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notify that this ceIl will look a lot like the Prim cell. We will store in the edge ceIl the
begin node and the end node of each edge (it is a directed graph, sa we don't say nodel
and node2, but begin and end node). Besides the node numbers, we must store the edge
value in the cell. Of course we will use a normal register for this toa.

The algorithm doesn 't require any finding of minimum within edge-values, sa in this cell
na minimum logic is required. We just have to be able to send out information with this
cell, and to read in data.
Of course there is same status information needed. We need to know if the edge is in the
normal set of edges (set 111), or in the set of edges that do not have to be investigated
(any more) (set I). This last situation occurs for example if the edge ends in a node from
which we already know the minimum distance from the initial node. This edge cannot
diminish this known shortest path, sa it has na use to investigate this edge. These two sets
exclude each other, sa a one bit register can be used for this purpose. Besides set I and set

111 an edge can be in set 11 or not. A cell is in set 11 if it must be examined to see if its
value together with a known minimum from its begin node will give a better (minimum)
distance from the initial node to the end node of this edge. We will use a one bits register
for this toa. We furthermore must know if the cell is filled or not.

Of course we need a local controller toa in this cello The cells must know how to update
their status-registers, and how to react on different kinds of information coming from
outside (main controller), and coming from inside (logic).

In figure 47 we can see the different elements of one basic edge cello
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edgebus

I

~

beginl

I

edge

I

status-information
control bus
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local eell-controller

I node bus

Figure 47. The different elements of a basis edge cell

We can connect all the different elements of the basic edge cell with each other. We have
to add some elements to the local cell controller. We furthermore must make it possible
for the cell to be filled with information.
First we will define a bit more precise what the status information is. As was mentioned
before, we must have some registers (two one bit registers) to identify in what set the
edge is currently. This can be in set I or set 111 and in set 11 or not.
We must know if the cell is filled or not, so we need a register called fHl to mark if the
cell is filled.

The core of the cell is in fact the edge-value. This register, that will be called edge will be
used to store the edge value in of the edge for which this edge is meant.

Both of the nodes that are connected to the edge are stored in this cell too. The begin
node will be stored in register begin and the end node will be stored in register end. We
must be able to compare the contents of the register with node number on the node bus, so
we will need a set of comparators, which will give information to the local controller if
the number matches one (and if so, which) node in this cello Like in all described cells we
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must add a controlled buffer to all outputs of the registers that are connected to a bus.
This control is performed by the local controller.

We must not forget that we must send out information to the main-controUer about the
fact if this ceU is in set 11 or not. So the output of this register is sent out too. A big OR
gate with those outputs of the ceUs as inputs, will give the main controller information
about the fact if there are still edges which are in set TI and thus have to be examined.
This output could be combined with a match resolving logic part, that has to be added in
order to select one edge of set 11. This will be continued until all edges from set 11 have
been looked at (and thus removed from set 11).
Furthermore the fact if the cell is filled will be sent out to the main controller too.
This way the main controller can check if there are any cells filled in the system.

As was said earlier, we will need a piece of logic too to fill the cells. In the node cells
this was very easy because we only needed to do some intemal things to fill a cello With
these edge cells however we must use a construction as described in the paragraph about
the Prim cello
Again we will use an extra register, caUed ff. This one bit register will contain a logical
one if this cell is currently being fiUed, and will contain a zero if it is already filled, or
not (yet) filled. Because we never need to know the contents of this cell anymore (because
only the shortest path distance is interesting, and this is stored in the node cell), we don 't
need to give an extra possibility to read out the cello So we will not need the ff register
for this purpose.
The register will have an input called in_ff and an output out_ff. The register will be
controlled again by the local controller.

The filling of the ceUs will take, as can be seen a time in the order of the number of
edges in the graph.
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In total we get the schematic design as showed in figure 48.
fill status
node bus
in_ft seCII_status =to_r

fill

edge bus
u or
-

lo·oo·o·-:·! bus
- - one-Iead wire
element (register. logic)

D

~

buffer

Figure 48. The basic edge cell for the Dijkstra algorithm

We shall now look at the different steps needed to make to do the actions we want. First
of all, like with the other cells looked at, we need to fill the cells.

Before these steps are done, the main controller must reset all the registers in the basic
cells. This step already has been explained in the description of the node cell in the
previous chapter. The resetting is done by a common reset pin, and it will not require an
extra reset pin.
After this, the main controller sends a logical one on the in_ff of the first cell, which is
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connected directly to the main-controller.
1.

At the first step, the main controller will put the command writel at the control
bus, and the same time it places the value of the edge which will be stored now at
the edge bus. Furthermore he puts the number of the begin node on the node bus.
The cell reacts on the command writel by looking if their ff value is a logical one.
If it is, it (because there is just one cell with ff equal to one) loads the value from

the node bus into the begin register, and it loads the value from the edge bus into
the edge register. It also makes the value of the fill register into a logical one, to
show the fact that it is loaded with an edge.
2.

At the second step, the main-controller puts the command write2 on the control
bus, and at the same time he places the number of the end node on the node bus.
The cell reacts on the command write2 by looking if its ff value is a logical one.
If it is, (it still is the same cell which has the ff value a one) it will load down the

value from the node bus to the register end. Finally, it will place a value on the ff
register, so that the logical one in the ff register will be shifted to the next edgecello Now step 1 will be called again.

The sequence stops when the main-controller doesn 't put the writel and/or write2 value
on the control bus anymore.

7.3 The algorithm steps in both the node and the edge cell

How does the algorithm continue after the cells have been filled? We will look at the
different steps needed to perform the algorithm. We will start fiom the situation that all
cells which have a fil! register will contain graph data. The node cells contain (like
always) a node number (in ROM), and a total path length of the maximum possible
number. The edge cells contain all edges with their edge-values.
1.

The main controller puts the command reset on the control bus. This first step all
cells will be resetted. This means that all status registers are changed to the default
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values. The cells which have a fiIl register with a logical one will change their
status. The node cells change the S/D register to a logical one, in order to see to it
that the node isn 't in set S yet. The edge cells change their I/III register to a
logical one, so that every edge is put in set IIT. This is the set where every edge is
in, before the algorithm starts. The IT register is made a logical zero, because the
edge cells are not in set 11 yet.
2.

The following step the main-controller puts the command update on the control
bus, together with the node number of the initial node on the node bus.
Furthermore a distance value of 0 is put on the distance bus and on the edge bus.
This will make sure that the distance in the node cell of the initial node will get a
distance zero to itselve. The local controller of the node cells now look if the node
number on the node bus is the same as their node number. If it is, they will read in
the edge value and the distance value from the busses. If the sum of those is
smaller then the stored value in the distance register (which will be the case the
first time, beeause all node cells will have a distanee value of the maximal possible
number) the distanee register will be filled with the named sum. It must be
mentioned that the minimum logie and the following resolver logic have worked all
the time and are seleeting the smallest distanee having node in set D.

3.

Now the main controller puts the eommand select on the control bus. The node eell
which has the smallest distanee value from all nodes in set D makes his active
register high, and his S/D register equal to a logieal zero. So the eell beeomes the
so-called eurrent node. The node eell puts his node number on the bus, together
with its distanee value. All other node eells whieh are in set D and are not seleeted
keep their active register low. The edge eells do not do anything this step, they
keep their values as they are.

4.

The main controller now puts the eommand IN _1_11 on the control bus. The edge
eells, whieh are filled and have their VITI registers filled with a one, now eompare
the node number which is on the bus (the eurrent node), and will update their node
status registers. If the node on the node bus is the end node of a eell, the eell will
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change his I/III register to zero, so that this edge will not play any role in the
algorithm anymore. If the node number is not equal to either one of the nodes, the
edge eell doesn't do anything. The cells which have the node number as their begin
node, will change however their 11 register to a logical one. They are now member
of the set 11. As soon as the 11 registers are updated, the match resolving
meehanism starts to work and one of the edges that are in set 11 is seleeted. The
node eells don't react on this command and they keep their values as they were.
5.

The main controller now puts the command First_of_1I on the control bus. The
edge cell that is seleeted by the match resolving puts the end node on the node bus
and the edge value on the edge bus. It further changes its 11 register to zero, and
its 11111 register to zero. (This last updating is not necessary. The edge will not be
selected ever to go in set 11 because its begin node is already in set S from now on
and will not be selected anymore.)

6.

Now the main controller puts the command update on the control bus. This
command implicates that the node cell which has a node number equal to the node
number on the node bus, starts to compare the sum of the edge bus value and the
distance bus value with the distance stored in the cello If the sum is less, the
di stance register is changed. The distance on the distance node still is the distance
from the current node. After this updating of registers the main controller goes
back to step 5, unIess there are no more edges in set 11. (This can be noticed by
the main controller because all the set 11 status outputs of the edge cells are
ORed with eachother, and the result is given to the main-controller. If it is a
logical one, there is at least one edge which still is in set 11, and the process keeps
going on. If the result is a logical zero, there are no more edges in set 11. Then the
process goes further to step 3, unless the main controller finds that there are no
more cells in set D. If this is the case, the algorithm has finished.

We now want to be able to read out all the contents of the node. This means that we want
to know what the shortest distance is from the initial node to each node. We do this by
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asking for all nodes what their distance value is.
This will only take one step for each node.
1.

The main controller will do this step as long as the ORed total of all fill values of
the node cells is a logical zero (there still are filled nodes, not read out). The main
controller put the command out on the control bus, together with the node number
on the node bus. This node number is the number of the node from which the
distance is currently being asked from. This simply is an increment of the previous
asked number, starting from one (the initial node usually, but always the first node
in a graph).
The node cell reacts on this command by looking if the node on the node bus is
equal to the node number in his ROM. If it is, and the cell is in set S (which in
fact must be the case now, so it isn't useful to check this), the distance value is put
on the distance bus, to make it possible for the main controller to read it out. It
furthermore changes its fill register to a one, to show that the node has been read
out.

All steps again do consist of basic logical operations, and those can be executed in parallel
again.

7.4 The local controllers

Now that we know every step that must be taken, we can take a look at the two different
local controllers of the node resp. edge cells.
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The local controllers of the node cell react on the following commands. Not each
command however will lead to a change of values.
We will first show the commands used in the Dijkstra Algorithm. They are:

init

writel

write2

reset

update

select

IN I 11

First of

n

out

(Note: the reset command is another reset than the global register reset).
This we see that we need 8 commands, and this means that we will need a control bus of
4 bits (bit3, bit2, bit! and bitO). There are three commands for filling the cells, and there
is one command for reading the cells after the algorithm has stopped. The other 5
commands are used in the algorithm itself. Of course we can see that there are more
commands than with the Prim algorithm. This has to do with the fact that the Dijkstra
algorithm is much more complicated.

The outputs of the local controllers will be looked at too. Of course the two local
controllers are different, and they have other outputs. First of all the outputs of the local
node controller are listed. They are:

act out

fil! out

SD out

dist out

dist in

enable min

node out
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The inputs of the local node controller are listed next. They are:

act in

fill in

SD in

fr r

comp

#control-lines (bit3 .. bitO)

The local edge controller has a totally different number and sort of outputs and inputs.
The outputs will be listed now, they are:
11 out

fill out

VIn out

edge_out

edge in

ff out

end out

begin_in

end in

The inputs differ just like the outputs rather much with the node local controller inputs.

The inputs of the local edge controller are:
11 in

fill in

VIII in

ff in

fr r

comp_begin

comp_end

#control-lines (bit3 .. bitO)

In appendix H we can find the derived functions for the controllers. The functions just like
in the case of the Prim algorithm cover all possible inputs, with that respect that the
reaction on not defined control commands can lead to all kinds of different behavior,
which is not looked at. So there must not be given nonsense command by the main
controller, because otherwise some things could go wrong.

7.5 The hardware design
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Like in the situation with the Prim a1gorithm we ean find the tota1 amount of hardware
needed for Dijkstra too.

We first will summarize the gates used for the node eell.
NOT-gate

7

3-input AND

8

2-input AND

9

4-input AND

2

5-input AND

1

6-input AND

1

2-input OR

5

3-input OR

4

Furhermore we need 2 32-bit registers, and 2 buffers. We need 3 I-bits registers. Last but
not least we need two eomparators, which are 32 bits wide a1so, and an adder, whieh adds
two 32 bit numbers together, and gives an output of 32 bit too.
The gates and the buffers together with the registers and the comparators give us (compare
ehapter 4) 240 + 2*704 + 2*192 + 3*36 + 2*640 = 3420 transistors. The adder is a full
adder, and needs 5 2-input gates with invertors for eaeh bit. This means a tota1 of 5*6*32

= 960

transistors.

So we find in tota1 for the node eell 3420 + 960 = 4380 transistors.

The edge eell needs 10gie too, these are summarized in the following state.
NOTgate

7

5-input AND

7

2-input AND

5

6-input AND

2

4-input AND

3

2-input OR

4-input OR

3

5-input OR

We furthermore need the 10gie plus three 32-bit registers, 4 I-bit registers, two buffers,
and 2 eomparators.
This gives us a tota1 of resp. 234 + 3*704 + 4*36 + 2*192 + 2*640 = 4154 transistors.
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It is mentioned again that all results are indications, because logical optimalisation and

transistor level optimalisation could diminish the number of transistors very much.

Furthermore it must be mentioned that we haven 't calculated the number of transistors
needed for the match-resolvers and the minimum-Iogic, because we don't know how many
inputs we will use. If this is known however, we can easily calculate these numbers.
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Chapter 8. A compare of Dijkstra in hardware and in
software
We now ean eompare the results of the software solution with the results of the hardware
solution, just like we did with the Prim algorithm. However, we will not ealculate an exact
number of doek-steps in this case, beeause we already ean see that an important part of
the software algorithm; the minimum finding from a number of distances, is performed in
hardware again (theoretieally) in one doek-step.

If we look at the deeribed steps in ehapter 7, we already ean see that again eaeh step

consists of some basic operations. So again we ean make the statement that eaeh step in
the hardware algorithm only should take I doek-step. It must be mentioned, just like we
did with the Prim algorithm, that the minimum finding eould take some more doek-steps.
This however is no problem if we would let the main-eontroller wait some pre ealculated
eydes.

So we see that with the Dijkstra algorithm we again have the possibility of taking an
important part of the order of the algorithm. This gives an enormous gain of speed, just
like we saw with the Prim algorithm. Furthermore the gain of speed is reaehed also with
factor gain. This is obvious beeause eaeh instruction in the algorithm takes more than one
instruction in maehine-Ianguage. Those algorithm instructions however ean be
implemented in hardware direetly.
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Chapter 9. Overall optimalisations
The results we found have some aspects that worry us. If we take the Prim algorithm for
example we see that one cell needs approximately 7000 transistors. Suppose we could
design chips with 1 million transistors, we would be able to place only 140 cells.
If we compare this with for example a RAM chip, which, due to its regularity can have 16
million transistors, we notice very big differences. Without looking at details we state that
16 million transistors in a RAM chip give us a maximum of 4 million one bit RAM cells.
Suppose we use 32 bit words, we would have 125.000 cells.
This of course is a big difference, compared with the 140 cells for Prim..
We must remember of course too that in the complex cells we developped more than one
32 bit register is plaeed. In fact there are three in the Prim cello So when we would
implement this in RAM, this would eost 3 32 bit words, and so we could only put 40.000
eells in RAM. Furthermore we must not forget that the logic to control the registers, plus
pointers in RAM to define the structure, eost hardware too.

If we look at the number of transistors in the Prim cell, we see that the registers and the
comparators use a lot of transistors, and the simple 1 bit registers and controller logic are
not very big. So we can have the most gain by optimizing the registers and comparators.

We can find one optimalisation for the controller though, and that is of course not to use
encoded commands, but to use decoded single line commands. We concluded earlier that
each extra control line would be too much, but now we can conclude that the extra logic
needed to decode each command in every cell, is much so it is a reason to add some extra
control-lines, and lose more local controllogic.

How can we change this situation, or must we conclude that the whole idea is nice but not
feasible right now.
If we could diminish the area (and thus the number of transistors) with a high factor, it
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would give the results we could use for implementing.

We will look at the possibilities to get less transistors. Alas all ideas have as a result that
the speed will be less. This loss is only factor loss (compare factor gain) and though we
will try to look at it.
If we compare the register values with the bus value not in one step, but in more steps by
checking them clocked bit wise (bit after bit, going from MSB to LSB) we will need only
I-bit comparators. This diminishes the amount of transistors considerately (32 bits
comparators needs 640 transistors, 1 bit comparators only 16 transistors. This is a
diminshing factor of approximately 10 % of the total number of transistors for one
comparator, and almost 20 % when doing that for two comparators). Furthermore the bus
can be 1 bit wide instead of 32 bits wide.
We now however have to check the va1ues bit after bit and this gives us the number of bit
more clock-cycles.

If we look carefully at the cells, we can conclude that 32 bits registers for nodes is too
high. This would give us 232 which is approximate1y 4300 million different nodes.
Probably 16 bits is enough for all situations (this gives us 65535 possible nodes). This
smaller number of bits has its effect on both the registers as the comparators (if not
optimised with the previously described principle).

The number of transistors needed for the hardware required for minimum finding is not
calculated yet, but this probab1y will be high too. So we would better use the clocked bit
comparisation for the minimum finding too. We use a one bit comparator with the OR
tree, and for each bit (from MSB to LSB) we use this hardware; clocked, and controlled
by commands sent by the main-controller.

With these optimalisations we can get better results for the number of transistors, but the
number of clock-cycles needed is getting higher. As long as we are not abIe to get chips
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that can include more transistors, we have to use these methods however, or we should
make a lot of those chips, and put them in parallel, together with a kind of global logic
cells, which gives room for the global controller and parts of the minimum finding and
match resolving.
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Chapter 10. Conclusions and recommendations
It has been said in the beginning of this report that we probably would get an enormous

gain of speed if we would implement datastructures in hardware, especially if we would
start from an algorithm. This statement has been shown to be true.
The fact that we can have an order-gain in hardware (the order of the algorithm in
hardware is less than the order in software) is an important reason for this speed-gain.
It has been shown that we can get further gain by implementing each algorithm-instruction

directly in hardware. This factor gain gives us high speed-gain too.

One of the biggest disadvantages of this whole idea of course is the fact that we lose a
very big part of the flexibility of hardware. This however is a choice. Do we want to
make a very fast algorithm-dedicated piece of hardware, or do we want a flexible
computer-system which is much slower? In this report we start from the point that we
want a dedicated piece of hardware. We think in the philisophy that often a problem can
be solved by one algorithm, and that in those cases we don't need that extra flexibility,
and we do need that extra speed-gain.

Some examples have been mentioned where these structures could be used. We could use
these described techniques in the medical sector, where artificial organs take over all kinds
of functions that normally the body itselve can take care of. The artificial organs have to
react on numerous factors in the human body, with enormous speeds. This accurate fast
measurement and reaction could be perfomed with structures that ressemble the two
described algorithmic structures.

Examples in the geographic area (maps and roads) can be noticed too.

It is clear that fast reactions on large numbers of inputs is used in many areas. So it is

important to continue research on these subjects. The most important thing to do is to do
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research on how to get the right type of hardware.

It could be interesting to do study on which types of algorithms, or sub-problems within
algorithms (like the minimum finding) to find out where the gain, and esspecially the
order gain can be made.

As we saw, the Prim algorithm needed one cell, and the Dijkstra algorithm worked best
with two types of cells. It probably is interesting to search for rules that teIl us if an
algorithm would need one, two or more types of cells. Does it have anything to do with
the order of the algorithm (an algorithm with two types of cells probably has an order of 2
7), or are other factors important here.
A reccomendation could be to see if it is possible that different algorithms that have the
same result in software (compare Prim algorithm and Kruskal algorithm) have the same
structure in hardware. If not, how do those other algorithms look like in hardware, and is
there a way to detect before implementing the algorithm which one gives the best result in
hardware.

The last but very important conclusion is that alas the biggest disadvantage is the high
number of transistors needed. Some optimalisations have been proposed, but it still is very
high. There is no way to make this better. The only way to get a usefull design is to put a
lot of parallel chips, together with seperate global logic chips.
lust when better chip design is found we can look at bigger cell numbers on one chip,
which now is limited to a few hundred at most.
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Appendix A. The implementation of Prim and Dijkstra in Pascal

PRIM'S algorithm in Pascal
CON ST

= USERSUPPLIEDGRAPHSlZE;

MAXGRAPH
MARKED

= 0;

LARGEVALUE

= USERSUPPLIEDLARGEVALUE;

(MAXGRAPH IS THE LARGEST ACCEPTABLE NUMBER OF NODES IN A GRAPH. LARGEVALUE IS A VERY LARGE REAL NUMBER, USED TO
INIJICATE THAT TWO NODES ARE NOT ADJACENT. )

TYPE
GRAPH = ARRA Y[ 1.. MAXGRAPH, 1.. MAXGRAPHj OF REAL;

PROCEDURE PRIM (N:INTEGER; VAR DISTANCE: GRAPH);

(COMPUTES A MINIMAL SPANNING TREE. NIS THE NUMBER OF NODES IN THE GRAPH, AND DISTANCE IS A MATRIX OF DISTANCES
BETWEEN NODES. IF NODES I AND J ARE NOT ADJACENT THEN DISTANCE [I,J] HAS THE VALUE LARGEVALUE. )

VAR
CLOSEST

: l..MAXGRAPH;
: 1..MAXGRAPH;
: 1..MAXGRAPH;

MINDISTANCE

: ARRAY[1..MAXGRAPHj OF REAL;

NEARESTNEJGHBOR

: ARRA Y[ l .. MAXGRAPHJ OF

NEwMiNIMUM

: REAL;

O.. MAXGRAPH;

BEGIN

(ASSERT: THE GRAPH IS CONNECTED. }

(BEGIN THE TREE AT NODE 1. INITIAUZE THE MiNDISTANCE AND NEARESTNEJGHBOR ARRAYS. WHEN A VERTEX IS ADDED TO THE
TREE, lTS NEARESTNEJGHBOR W1LL BE MARKED AND REMOVED FROM CONSIDERATION. )

FOR I :=

2 TO N DO
BEGIN
MINDISTANCE[I] := DISTANCE[l,I];
NEARESTNEJGHBOR[I] := 1
END;
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(RUN THE ALGORITHM FOR THE REMAINING NODES. )

FOR I := 2 TO N DO
BEGIN

(FrND THE NODE NOT IN THE TREE NEAREST TO SOME NODE IN THE TREE. )

CLOSEST := 2;
NEwMrNIMUM := MINOISTANCE[2];

FOR

J:=3

TO N DO
IF

MrNOIsTANCE[J]

<

NEwMrNIMUM

THEN

BEGIN
NEwMrNIMUM := MINOISTANCE[J];
CLOSEST := J

END

{HAVING THE CLOSEST NODE NOT [N THE TREE, ADD [T TO THE TREE AND ADJUST THE MINIMUM DISTANCES. }

WRITELN

CADDING EDGE ',NEARESTNEIGHBOR[CLOSEST],'-',CLOSEST, ' AT COST ',NEwMrNIMUM : :1);

(MARK THE NODE ruST ADDED TO THE SPANNING TREE AND REMOVE IT FROM THE TABLE OF CANDIDATES TO BE CONsmERED. )

NEARESTNEIGHBOR[CLOSEST] := MARKED;
MINOISTANCE[CLOSEST) := LARGEVALUE;

[UPDATE THE TABLE OF CANDIDATES TO REFLECT THE NODE JUST ADDED TO THE SPANNING TREE. }

FOR J :=2 TO N DO
IF

(NEARESTNEIGHBOR(J]

<> MARKED) AND (OISTANCE(J,CLOSEST] < MrNOISTANCE[J]) THEN

BEGIN
MINDISTANCE[J] := OISTANCE[J, CLOSEST];
NEARESTNEIGHBOR[J]:= CLOSEST;

END
END
END;
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DIJKSTRA'S algorithm in Pascal
CONST
LARGENLIMBER

= USERSLIPPLIEDLARGENLIMBER;

MAXNoDES

= USERSlIPPLIEDMAXIMlIMNlIMBEROFNoDES;

NODERANGE
DISTANCEMATRlX

= I..MAXNoDES;
= ARRAY[NODERANGE, NODERANGE] OF REAL;

DISTANrETYPE

= ARRAY[NODERANGE] OF REAL;

TYPE

PROCEDURE DIJKSTRA (

NliMBERNODES

: NodeRange;

VAR DislaIlCe

: DislanceMatrix;

VAR ShoI1Dislance

: DistanceType);

VAR
Index

: NodeRange;

MinDislance

: real;

S,V

: SET OF NodeRange;

Node

: NodeRange;

w

: NodeRange;

BEGIN

(lnitialize list of shoI1est distances so faro

l

ShoI1Dislance[l] := 0;
FOR Index := 2 TO NumberNodes DO
ShoI1Dislance[Index] := LargeNumber;

S := [I];
V :=

12.. NumberNodes];

(CompUle dislances from node 1 to its neighbors. )

FOR Index := 2 TO NumberNodes DO
ShoI1Distance[Index] := Distance[l, Index);
WHILE (V-S) <>

IJ

DO

BEGIN
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(Enumerate the nodes in V -S. )

MinDistance := LargeNumber;

W:=2;

FOR Index := 2 TO NumberNodes DO
BEGIN
IF Index IN (V -SJ THEN
IF ShortDistance[Index] < MinDistance THEN
BEGIN
MinDistance := ShortDistance[Index];
W := Index;

END
END;

(Locate node W in V-S such that ShortDistance[W] is minima!. )

S := S + [W];

[Update shortest distances by examining those througIl W. }

FOR Node := 2 TO NumberNodes DO
IF Node IN (V -S) THEN
IF ShortDistance[Node] > ShortDistance[W] + Distance[W, Node] THEN
ShortDistance[Node] := ShortDistance[W] + Distance[W, Node]

END
END; {Dijkstra}
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Appendix B. The derivation of the functions in the local-controller of the Prim cell
(X: don't care

1: logical one

0: logical zero)

Command reset

Command update

U_node I_out := full_in;

U_nodel_out := full_in and not (compl) and U_nodel_in;

U_node2_out := full_in;

U_node2_out := full_in and not (comp2) and U_node2_in;

edge_buffer := 0;

edge_buffer := 0;

node I_buffer := 0;

node I_buffer := 0;

node2_buffer := 0;

node2-buffer := 0;

full_out := fulUn;

full_out := full_in;

T_out := 0;

T_out := T_in;

ff_out := ffJn;

ff_out := ffJn;

enable_min := X;

enable_min := X;

u_or := U node I_in or U node2_in;

u or := U node1 in or U_node2_in ;

node I_in := 0;

nodel_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

Command min

Command check

U_nodel_out := fullJn and U_nodel_in;

U_nodel_out := fulUn and U_nodel_in;

U_node2_out := fullJn and U_node2_in;

U_node2_out := fullJn and U_node2_in;

edge_buffer := 0;

edge_buffer := 0;

node I_buffer := 0;

node I_buffer := not(U_nodel_in) and full_in and frJ;

node2_buffer := 0;

node2_buffer := not(U_node2_in)

full_out := fulUn;

full_out := fulUn;

T_out := T_in;

T_out := frJ;

ff_out := ff_in;

ff_out := ff_in;

enable_min:= U_nodel_in or U_node2_in;

enable_min := X;

u_or := U_nodeI_in or U_node2_in;

u_or := U_node I_in or U_node2_in ;

node I_in := 0;

node I_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

~md

fulUn and frJ;
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Comrmmd writel

Command write2

U_node I_out := full_in and U_nodel_in;

U_nodel_out:= full_in and U_node I_in;

U_node2_out := fulUn and U_node2_in;

U_node2_out := fuU_in and U_node2_in;

edge_buffer := 0;

edge_buffer := 0;

nodel_buffer := 0;

node I_buffer := 0;

node2_buffer := 0;

node2·buffer := 0;

fuIl_out := 1;

full_out := full_in;

T_out := X;

T_out := T_inj

ff_out := ff_in;

ff_out := 0;

enable_min := X;

enable_min := X;

u_or := U_nodel_in or U_node2_in;

u_or := U_node I_in or U_node2_in ;

node I_in := ff_in;

node I_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

node2Jn := ff_in;

edge_in := ff_in;

edge_in := 0;

Comm,md readl

Command read2

U_node I_out := full_in and U_nodel_in;

U_nodel_out := full_in and U_node I_in;

U_node2_out := full_in and U_node2_in;

U_node2_out := full_in and U_node2_in;

edge_buffer := fulUn and ff_in and T_in;

edge_buffer := 0;

node I_buffer := fulUn ,md ftin and T_in;

nodel_buffer := 0;

node2_buffer := 0;

node2 buffer := full_in and ff_in and T_in;

full_out := fulUn;

full_out := fulUn;

T_out := TJn:

T_out := fr_r;

ff_out := ff_in;

ff_out := 0;

enable min:= U_node I_in or U_node2_in;

enable_min := X;

u_or := U_node I_in or U_node2_in;

u_or := U_node I_in or U_node2_in ;

node I_in := 0;

nodel_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

node2_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;
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From these results we can derive the functions for each output.

We first however have to connect the possible three-bit control-codes to the different
command used. After some study of the used functions, we used the following controlcodes:
command

code (bit2 bitl bitO)

reset

000

check

001

writel

010

read2

all

update

100

min

101

write2

110

readl

111

The final function are listed below.

u_nodel_out := full_in ~/bit2'/bitl'/bitO +U_node I_in) -I(bit2'/bitl'/bitO 'Compl))
U_node2_out := full_in ~/bit2 '/bitl-lbitO + U_node2_in) -I(bit2 '/bitl-lbitO 'Comp2))
edge_buffer := fuIUn'bit2iJitl'bitO'U_node2_in
node I_buffer := full_in 'bitO~/bit2'/bitl frJ'/U_node I_in + bit2iJitl ff_in'T_in)
node2_buffer:=

fuIUD'/bit2iJitO~/bit1frJ'/U_node2_in
+

bitlff_in'T_in)

full - out := /bit2iJitl'/bitO + full - in
T_out := /bit2'bitO frJ + T_in 'bit2
ff_out := ff_in'/(bitl ~/bit2iJitO + bit2'/bitO))
u- or := U- nodel - in + U- node2- in
enable_min := /U_nodel_in'U_node2_in + U_nodel in'/U_node2_in
node2_in := ff_in'bit2iJitl-lbitO
node I_in := ff_in '/bit2iJitl-lbitO
edge_in := ff_in '/bit2 'bit1-1bitO
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Appendix C. The local controller in the Prim cell
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Appendix D. The minimum bit cell
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Appendix E. The minimum logic for the tree-solution

The reader will notice that this structure is fact is the same as the logic described in the
paragraph about the minimum bit logic design. Now however the minimum is calculated
and this gives us the opportunity of designing a better tree structure. It is clear however
that we can reach the same amount of hardware and prestation with this design and with
the other design.
In the next figure the principle used here is demonstrated with just two bits, but with 4
values.
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Appendix F. A part of the match-resolver
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Appendix G. The compare between hardware and software with Prim algorithm

Tabel 1. The delays and clock-cycles for the minimum-seek and resolver
#edges (

= #Nodes)

# data-bus width

Hardware-solution

= gate-delays
dt = delay-time (s)
nc = # clock-cycles)

(gd

= 45

= 3,9.10-8

dt

= 2 nc

8

77 gd

1024

16

141 gd

= 7,1.10-8 dt = 4 nc

1024

32

269 gd

= 1,35'10-7 dt = 7 nc

8

95 gd

16384

16

175 gd

= 8,8 '10-8

16384

32

335 gd

= 1,68'10-7 dt = 9 nc

8

113 gd

= 5,66'10-8 dt = 3 nc

262144

16

209 gd

= 1,05'10-7 dt = 6 nc

262144

32

401 gd

= 2,01'10- 7 dt = 11

1024

16384

= 47

262144

= 49

= 4,8'10-8

dt

= 3 nc

dt

= 5 nc

nc

These pre-assumptions are used:
-one gate-delay-time is 0,5ns.
-the maximum frequency for hardware and software is 50 Mhz.
-the maximum possible data-width in software is 32 bits.
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Tabel 2. The compare between the software and hardware solution
#Edges

Hardware delay

Software delay

Software /

(clock-cycles)

(clock-cycles)

Hardware rate

8

5,12'10 3

37,8'106

7,38'10 3

1024

16

7,17 '10 3

37,8'106

5,27'10 3

1024

32

10,2'10 3

37,8'106

3,71'10 3

8

98,3.10 3

9,66'10 9

98,3'10 3

163g4

16

131.10 3

9,66'10 9

73,7'10 3

16384

32

197.103

9,66'10 9

3
490.10
,

8

1,57 '106

12
157.10
,

10,0'106

262144

16

2,36'10 6

15,7 '10 12

6,65.10 6

262144

32

3,67'106

15,7 '10 12

4,28'10 6

1024

= 45

16384

= 47

262144
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Appendix H. The derivation of the functions in the local controllers of the Dijktra node
and edge cells

NODE CELL

EDGE CELL

Comm,md init

act_out := X;

II_out :=X;

fill_out := 1;

fill_out := X;

SD_out:= X;

IIIII_out := X;

dist_out := 0;

edge_out := 0;

dist-in := 1;

edge_in := 0;

enable min := X;

ff_out := 0;

node_out := 0;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := 0;

Commcmd writel

act_out := X;

U_out := X;

fill_out := fiU_in;

fill_out := ffJn;

SD_out:= X;

llIII_out := X;

dist_out := 0;

edge_out := 0;

dist_in := 0;

edge_in := ffJn;

enable_min := X;

ff_out := 0;

node_out := 0;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := ff_in;
end_in := 0;

X: don't care
1: logica I one
0: logica I zero
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NODE CELL

EDGE CELL

Comm,md write2

act_out := X;

lI_out := X;

fiU_out := fiU_in;

fiU_out := mUn;

SD_out:= X;

I/rn_out := X;

dist_out := 0;

edge_out := 0;

dist_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := X;

ff_out := ff_in;

node_out := 0;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := rf_in;

Commcmd reset

act_out := 0;

lI_out := 0;

fiU out := fiU_in;

fiU_out := mUn:

SD_out:= mUn;

IIIII_out := mUn;

dist_out := 0;

edge_out := 0;

disUn := 0;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := X;

fr_out := ff_in;

node_out := 0;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := 0;
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NODE CELL

EDGE CELL

Command update

act_out:= 0;

U_out := U_in;

fill_out := filUn;

fill_out := filUn;

SD_out := SD_in;

I/III_out := IIIII_in;

dist_out := act_in;

edge_out := 0;

dist_in := comp2 and comp;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := SD_in;

ff_out := ff_in;

node_out := 0;

end_out := 0;
begin_out := 0;
end·out := 0;

Command select

act_out := fr J

::md comp;

lI_out := I1_in;

fill_out := fill-in;

fill_out := fiIl_in;

SD_out := not(frJ) and SD_in;

IIIII_out := IIIII_in;

dist_out:= frJ and comp;

edge_out := 0;

disUn := 0;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := SD_in;

ff_out := ff_in;

node_out := frJ and comp;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := 0;
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NODE CELL
Comm~U1d IN

EDGE CELL

I 11

act_out := act_in;

II_out := comp_begin Md I1ill_in;

fill_out := filI_in;

fill_out := filUn;

SD_out := SD_in;

I1ill_out := not(comp_end) and InIl_in;

dist_out := act_in;

edge_out := 0;

dist_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := SDJn;

ff_out := ff_in;

node_out := act_in;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := 1;

CommMd First of 11

act_out := act_in;

II_out := not(frJ) Md I1_in;

fill_out := fill_in;

fill_out := filUn;

SD_out := SD_in;

I1III_out := not(frJ) and I1I1I_in;

dist_out := act_in;

edge_out := frJ;

disUn := 0;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := SD_in;

fCout := ff_in;

node_out := 0;

end_out := fr J;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := 0;
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NODE CELL

EDGE CELL

Cornrnand out

act_out := act_in;

U_out := X;

fïll_out := (fïll_in exor comp);

fill_out := X;

SO_out := SO_in;

I1III_out := X;

dist_out := comp and fill_in;

edge_out := 0;

dist_in := 0;

edge_in := 0;

enable_min := SO_in;

ff_out := ff_in;

node_out := 0;

end_out := 0;
begin_in := 0;
end_in := 0;

From these results we can derive the functions for each output in the local controllers.

We first however have to connect the possible four bit control-codes to the different
commands used. After some study of the used functions, we used the following controlcodes:
command

code (bit3 bit2 bit1 bitO)

reset

0000

writel

0001

init

0010

update

0011

IN I 11

0100

First of 11

0101

out

0110

write2

0111

select

1000

The final functions of the local node controller are listed below:
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act_out := act_in· /bit3'bit2 + compfrJ·bit3
fiJI _out := fill_in ibit3 + /bitl + bitO) + (lbit3 ·/bitO i>itli/bit2 + (filUn EB comp))
sn_out := Sn_in i/bit3 ibit2 i/bitl + bitO) + /bit2·bitl i>itO)) + /bit3 ·/bit2fill_in +
/fr r·sn in i>it3
dist_out := act_in i/bit3 i>itO -(bit2 EB bitl)) + frJ'Comp ·bit3 + comp fill_in-/bit3 ·bit2·bitl-lbitO
disUn := /bit3 -Ibit2 i>itli/bitO + comp 'Comp2)
enable min := sn in
node_out := /bit3 i>it2·/bitl-lbitO -act_in + frJ'Comp ·bit3

The functions of the local edge controller are listed below:
U_out := U_in -(/bit2 i/bit3 i>itl·bitO + bit3 ·/bitl-!bitO)) + comp_begin -Ibit3 i>it2 i>itl-!bitO +
U infr r
fill_out := ffJn ·/bit3 -Ibit2 -Ibitl·bitO + filUn ibit3 + bit2 + bitl +/bitO)
I!UI_out := filUn -(/bit3 ·/bit2·/bitl·/bitO) + I!III_in i/bit3 ·bit2·/bitli/bitO -Icomp_end +
bitO ·/frJ) + /bit2 -(/bit3 ·bitl i>itO + bit3 ·/bitl-!bitO))
edge_out := frJ-Ibit3 ·bit2-1bitl·bitO
edge_in := ff_in·/bit3·/bit2·/bitl i>itO
end_in := ff_in ·/bit3 ·/bit21bitl·bitO
ff_out := ff_in -(bit3 + /bit2+ /bitl + bitO)

end_out := frJ-(bit3 + /bit2 + bitl + /bitO)
begin_in := fUn ·/bit3 ·/bit2 ·/bitl·bitO
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Appendix I. The local controllers in the Dijkstra cells
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J. The layout of the Prim controller
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Appendix K. The layouts of the Dijkstra node- and edge controller
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Cell: dedge
Si ze: 1790 x 1244 lambda, 0.36 x 0.25 mm
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Figure 38. The basic cell for the Prim algorithm
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Figure 39. The tree-wise minimum finding
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Figure 40. The principle of the minimum-seek logic
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Figure 41. An example of a tree with an OR behaviour
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Figure 42. The overhead for the clocked and non-c1ocked minimum seek
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Figure 43. The minimal finding in a tree structure with feed-back
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Figure 44. The context of the Dijkstra node and edge cell
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Figure 46. The Dijkstra node cell
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Figure 47. The different elements of a basis edge cell
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Figure 48. The basic edge cell for the Dijkstra algorithm
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The local controller of the Dijkstra node cell
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The local controller of the Dijkstra edge cell
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